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Abstract
Content storage in a distributed collaborative environment uses redundancy for better resilience
and thus provide good availability and durability. In a peer-to-peer environment, where peers contin-
uously leave and rejoin the network, lazy strategies are employed to maintain a minimal redundancy
of stored content in the system efficiently. We propose a new randomized lazy maintenance scheme
which has significant performance benefits in comparison to the existing lazy maintenance scheme
which is based on deterministic procrastination. Existing analysis (of static resilience) fail to cap-
ture in detail the system’s behavior over time since it ignores the crucial interplay between churn and
maintenance operations and the fact that the system actually does not reside in its average state and
instead there’s a probability of the system being in each possible system state. We introduce a Markov
analysis methodology to determine the time evolution of this probability distribution. We show that
given a fixed rate of churn and a specific maintenance strategy, the system operates in a correspond-
ing steady-state (dynamic equilibrium). We validate the analytically predicted system behavior with
simulations. Understanding the behavior of the system under such a dynamic equilibrium is a funda-
mental ingredient to precisely evaluate the system’s resilience as well as to determine the operational
cost - using which we not only show the superior performance of our proposed randomized lazy main-
tenance scheme, but also expose the fact that the previous deterministic lazy maintenance scheme in
fact renders the system rather vulnerable.
1 Introduction
In the recent years there has been an increasing trend to use resources at the edge of the network - typically
desktop computers interconnected across the internet provide services and run applications in a peer-to-
peer manner, as an alternative to the traditional paradigm of using dedicated infrastructure and centralized
coordination and control. Similar services in a relatively more dedicated infrastructure like PlanetLab [17]
is also a growing trend. One such extensively studied application is that of collaborative storage systems,
where free storage space of individual computers is used in order to realize persistent and highly available
data storage [4, 7, 10, 12, 19, 22]. Such collaborative storage systems can be used by a wide range of
applications - as backup service for individual users [6], public services like digital library or an internet
archive [15] or file systems [7] - to name a few. Moreover, the peer-to-peer paradigm need not necessarily
be used only out in the open in the internet. Private enterprises spread geographically over various sites
can use the same peer-to-peer paradigm for a cost effective automated back-up service within their own
corporate intranets.
Large-scale systems in general, and peer-to-peer systems in particular, are prone to the unreliability of
individual participants. Particularly in a peer-to-peer environment, individual peers often leave and rejoin
the network for relatively shorter session times over a long period of time (lifetime), before leaving the
network permanently. Also, some peers may become temporarily unreachable from other peers because of
communication network problems. Irrespective of such autonomous and whimsical behavior of individual
participants, for any practical usability, it is necessary to design systems which are stable and reliable,
even if the individual participants are unreliable. Such reliability is achieved using redundancy. In order
to maintain the redundancy over a long period of time, it is also necessary to continuously compensate for
the lost redundancy in presence of continuous membership dynamics (churn). The maintenance operation
needs to be sufficiently aggressive in order to provide a minimal redundancy and resilience, but at the
same time the maintenance overheads need to be kept low. This needs prudent design of the maintenance
scheme.
In this paper we propose and analyze our maintenance algorithm for collaborative storage systems
which is both efficient as well as robust so that the storage system can tolerate a wide range of churn as
well as rarer but likely correlated failures.
The algorithm we propose is a randomized lazy maintenance scheme which has quantitatively superior
resilience against both a wide range of churn level as well as rarer but inevitable (in large-scale distributed
systems) correlated failures than known maintenance scheme [4]. Our maintenance scheme achieves this
resilience at a comparable (and often lower) maintenance overhead. The basic idea is to probe randomly
for a minimal number of redundant fragments of the stored content. Depending on the current available
redundancy the sample size thus automatically adapts, as does the effort to replace the detected lost
redundancy.
We evaluate our maintenance scheme analytically. To that end we study time-evolution and steady
state characteristics of storage systems under churn by introducing analytical tools used in the study of
dynamical systems [11]. We specifically investigate whether, given a specific amount of churn and a
chosen maintenance mechanism the system works in a steady-state and if so, how stable is the steady
state to additional failures (possibly caused abruptly by correlated failures) and what is the maintenance
cost. We validate our results with simulations.
Despite the immense interest in building reliable P2P storage systems, the issue of churn is not
properly studied, apart resorting to simulations [22] which still do not capture the interplay between
- churn, specific properties of the kind of redundancy used and the specific maintenance operations.
OceanStore [12, 23] looks only into resilience against disk failures, and is not designed for a dynamic
setting as is more likely in a peer-to-peer setting. Other systems like CFS [7] and Glacier [10] eagerly
maintains redundancy - which however does not explore the trade-offs of cost and resilience. TotalRe-
call [4] proposed a heuristic lazy maintenance scheme to reduce the maintenance cost, and used simula-
tions to demonstrate the tremendous cost savings using their heuristic in comparison to the use of eager
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repairs. What was overlooked there is that the system was actually rendered rather vulnerable.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we discern the subtle differences in the kind of
redundancy one can have for content storage, and the practical implications of these subtle differences.
We describe in Section 3 the specifics of the maintenance strategies that can be employed to maintain the
redundancy of the stored content, and introduce our randomized lazy maintenance scheme. In Section 4
we review the various models for analyzing churn and advocate the use of time-evolution analysis - a well
established methodology (developed and used in diverse domains including physics and cybernetics [11])
for studying large dynamic systems. In Section 5 we describe the specific model of churn which we study
in this paper. In Section 6 we perform the time evolution analysis for our randomized lazy maintenance
scheme and that of the existing deterministic lazy maintenance scheme. We present our results in Section 7
where we show how our randomized lazy maintenance scheme outperforms the existing maintenance
scheme. We summarize some ongoing and future work in Section 8 before concluding in Section 9.
2 Redundancy mechanisms: Replication, Erasures and Digital Fountains
Redundancy is essential to fault-tolerance. Moreover, in a peer-to-peer setting characterized by churn,
unavailability of any individual peer is more the rule than the exception. Irrespective of the behavior of
individual peers, collaborative storage systems endeavor to provide reliable - i.e., highly available and
persistent, storage.
Storage redundancy is typically realized by either purely replicating objects (e.g., CFS [7]), or using
erasure codes (e.g., RAID [16]). Hybrid strategies in order to improve access efficiency using replication
while providing persistence in a memory efficient fashion using erasure codes is also a standard practice
(e.g., HP AutoRAID [24]), which has more recently been used in a P2P setting in various systems like
Oceanstore [12] and TotalRecall [4].
Erasure codes (e.g., Reed-Solomon codes [18]) have the property that any M out-of N fragments can
be used to decode and reconstruct an object O. At a storage overhead slightly more than N/M (since
in practice size of the object |O| is slightly smaller than size of M fragments) erasure codes provide
much better redundancy than what may be achieved using the same storage overhead if pure mirroring
(replication) is used [5, 23]. There are however performance trade-offs in actively accessing data [20],
and hence erasure coded redundancy is practical only for providing persistence to relatively larger objects
in a storage efficient manner, both because of the direct overheads of decoding (reconstructing the object)
as well as other practical considerations in such collaborative storage systems - for instance, managing
the information about all the fragments and accessing them, among others [22].
Moreover, even though in principle replication is a special case of erasure codes: 1 out-of N, there is
a subtle practical difference typically ignored in the existing analyses [3, 23]. Note that for non-trivial
erasure codes, any M (but) distinct fragments are required. Thus, if a node goes offline and rejoins, and
in the meanwhile the missing fragment has been replenished by the system’s maintenance operation, this
replica of the erasure coded fragment does not enhance the availability of the whole object1 . In contrast,
1It potentially can be exploited to enhance the availability of individual fragments but that would lead to higher implemen-
tation complexity as well as operational overheads, the benefits of which may be marginal or even detrimental. Or else the
duplicate needs to be garbage collected. Whichever be the case, the issue is relevant for system implementation but can be ab-
stracted out in our steady-state analysis, where we use availability of individual distinct fragments (whichsoever way the specific
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in a pure replication based system, obviously the duplicates indeed enhance the availability. In that respect
rateless or Digital Fountain (DFs) codes [14, 21] is more like replication. Using DFs lead to generation of
random and unique fragments, so that whenever a particular fragment is lost/unavailable, there is neither
any need to identify specifically which one fragment is missing, nor is there any risk of having duplicate
fragments if and when the missing fragment returns to the system (because of peer rejoins).
The above discussion highlights the subtle differences in redundancy realized by replication, tradi-
tional finite rate erasure codes and rateless digital fountains. This has implications on the time-evolution.
In this paper, due to space constraints as well as to first bridge the gap in existing literature, we’ll restrict
our analysis to only traditional finite rate erasure codes. For pure replication or DF based redundancy, the
same analytical tool can be reused, however the precise details of the analysis will differ, since unlike the
case of finite rate erasure codes, using either of pure replication or DFs implies we can potentially have
infinite redundancy, even if that’s neither necessary nor practical.
While the precise details of the analysis thus depends on the specific properties of the kind of redun-
dancy used, the qualitative results are not expected to be affected. Which is to say, the randomized lazy
maintenance scheme we propose will in all cases be more efficient and resilient than the deterministic
lazy maintenance scheme.
3 Maintenance strategies
Since individual participants in a peer-to-peer system can autonomously leave the system - either tem-
porarily or permanently, just storing an object with some redundancy is not sufficient. A minimal redun-
dancy needs to be maintained for that object as long as we’d like it to persist in the system, irrespective
of whether the original peers which stored the object (fragments) stay or not. This necessitates a suitable
maintenance strategy.
Existing P2P storage systems employ either an eager repair strategy, or a deterministic lazy repair
strategy [4], as elaborated below. The existing lazy repair strategy outperforms the eager repair strategy
in terms of maintenance cost, however, as we’ll subsequently show, this strategy actually is rather vul-
nerable. We propose a randomized lazy maintenance scheme. For the same redundancy (same M out-of
N erasure code) and comparable maintenance cost to the deterministic lazy mechanism, our maintenance
strategy provides much better resilience against both regular churn, as well as has better resilience against
correlated failures. Next we explain what the existing eager and deterministic lazy maintenance strategies
do, and then introduce our randomized lazy maintenance scheme.
Eager repair: In this strategy the storage system periodically probes for availability of each peer,
and replaces any (possibly and most likely temporarily) unavailable data. Such a proactive maintenance
mechanism means the system always operates in a state where redundancy level remains constant apart
from temporary reduction between repair periods. However as expected intuitively, and has also been
observed using simulations by others [4], such a maintenance strategy is very expensive.
Deterministic lazy repair (Strategy-A): The life-time of participants in a peer-to-peer network is often
much longer than its session times - that is to say peers often leave the system temporarily only to rejoin
back. Consequently, it is not necessary to always replace all fragments which appear to be unavailable
implementation deals with duplicate fragments).
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(of a stored object) as done in a eager repair strategy, and instead lazier repair strategies can be used -
particularly for large objects where periodic repairs is prohibitive. TotalRecall [4] exploits this to propose
a lazy repair strategy which we call “deterministic procrastination”.
In the Deterministic procrastination approach all peers storing fragments for an object are probed
periodically. Repairs are triggered only when a certain threshold Ta of nodes (and corresponding data)
becomes unavailable for that specific object. Thus to say, when an object has no more than Ta > M
fragments available in the system, then a repair process for the object is initiated so that at the end of the
repair process all N fragments are again available. This maintenance strategy is proposed and simulated
for the TotalRecall [4] system but the dynamics has not been analyzed. This strategy allows a significant
loss of redundancy before triggering many repairs all at the same time. This is undesirable because
by waiting before losing a significant amount of redundancy, the system becomes vulnerable to sudden
multiple (correlated) failures.
Randomized lazy repair (Strategy-B): Another possible strategy, which we introduce in this paper and
call sampling random subsets, is to probe only a fraction of the stored fragments randomly (uniformly),
until a minimal Tb ≥ M number of live fragments are detected. Thus a random number Tb +X of probes
(determined according to a probability distribution which depends on the actual number of live fragments)
will be required to locate Tb live fragments. Then X fragments which were detected to be unavailable are
replaced by the system. Note that X can be (and as we’ll see from the analysis that it actually is) typically
much smaller than the total number of unavailable fragments at that instant.
The advantages of our randomized lazy strategy include:
(i) The repair process is continuous and adaptive, and does not have knee-jerk reactions. When
fewer fragments are available, more repairs take place, while when more fragments are available, fewer
probing and repair operations are required. Thus this strategy repairs all object all the while a little bit
adaptive to the rate of churn, unlike the deterministic procrastination Strategy-A, which repairs objects
less frequently, but needs to do a lot of repair work every time it is repairing an object. We’ll see in the
following that such an approach makes Strategy-A much more vulnerable to both churn and correlated
failures.
(ii) Reduction in the number of probe messages even though cost of probing is not that critical a load
on the system.
Obvious extensions of the sampling random subsets based maintenance strategy will include self-
tuning the threshold as well as adapting the probing period, but we do not investigate such variants here.
Also note that the eager repair strategy is a special case of either of the lazy strategies (corresponding to
Ta = N or Tb = N ).
In principle, if less than M fragments of an object are left in the system, there is no more guarantee
that the object will persist in the system. However there are two obvious out of band mechanisms apart
the normal maintenance operations. (a) Owner of the object or any other user who has previously used the
object and has a local copy may reintroduce it in the system. (b) In any practical implementation of the
maintenance operations, the prober(s) for a specific object will keep a local cache of the object in order
to optimize the repair process, which can still be used to reintroduce the lost object as well.
However, particularly since we are looking at a scenario with high churn, we ignore these out of band
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mechanisms, since the original source may be (even permanently) away from the system, as well as over
time, different peers will act as the prober of an object since the previous ones might be off-line.
Hence, we will look into only the resilience that is guaranteed by the stand alone maintenance schemes
themselves.
4 Markovian time-evolution analysis
Existing literature on P2P storage systems under churn fail to use a proper analytical tool to objectively
determine the performance of the system given a churn and any specific maintenance strategy. Thus, a
proper theoretical framework to compare two strategies too is non-existent, leaving no recourse to the
P2P storage system researchers apart resorting to simulations. For instance, Bhagwan et. al [4] looks
into system designing where they introduced the deterministic lazy maintenance mechanism and evaluate
the system performance based on simulation as well as prototyping, however they [4] do not provide any
new analytical insight into the system’s behavior under continuous churn and repair processes. Similarly
Weatherspoon et. al’s recent work [22] benchmarks several existing storage systems through simulation
experiments for some specific churn levels, but does not delve into analysis of the systems’ dynamics.
This leaves an important void in the objective understanding of such storage systems’ behavior under
churn, despite an abundance of empirical results from simulations and prototypes [4, 10, 22].
In order to evaluate our maintenance scheme, we identify and develop the right analytical tools, and
we validate the analytical predictions with simulations.
Churn has been more exhaustively studied in the context of peer-to-peer overlay routing networks
using various models - (i) Static resilience e.g., Gummadi et. al [9], (ii) Half-life e.g., Liben-Nowell et.
al [13] and (iii) Markovian time-evolution analysis, e.g., Aberer et. al [1]. In the following we argue why
the later is the only way to comprehensively compare maintenance schemes.
Static resilience: The basic question answered using a static resilience analysis is: “If a certain
fraction of the peers have left the network and a corresponding fraction of information is unavailable,
what is the performance of the system?”
All existing analyses of P2P storage systems at best fall into this category [3, 23] (also reused
in [4, 10, 20]). Weatherspoon et. al [23] look into permanent disk failures as the dominant model for
unavailability, and hence completely ignore temporal effects of churn. Thus it is actually Bhagwan et.
al [3] who investigate the static resilience of the system. This model essentially looks at a snap-shot of
the system, completely ignoring any new failures or repairs. Since this model does not at all look into the
repair/maintenance process it is not suitable to compare different maintenance schemes.
∆-life: This model looks into the lower bound of the cost that is needed to completely repair the
system essentially answering he following: As the network membership changes over time, such that
only ∆ (say 0.5) fraction of the original peers remain in the system, what is the minimal number of
repairs that are required to restore back to a fully consistent state (get all information up to date)? This
model too does not look into the performance of any given maintenance scheme.
Time-evolution: Dynamics of large probabilistic systems is traditionally studied using Markov chain [11].
Any change (event) in the system is considered as a transition from one possible system state to another.
We adapt such a well established methodology in the context of studying the dynamics of P2P storage
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systems under churn - by modeling the system as a Markov process and looking into the time evolution of
the probability density function of all the possible states the system can be in, and hence to see if this dis-
tribution function converges to a steady state/dynamic equilibrium in the long run. If such a steady state
exists, then it determines the operational state of the system under the given churn and adopted mainte-
nance strategy, which in turn is necessary to determine the performance vs. operational cost trade-offs in
the system.
We evaluate and compare our proposed randomized maintenance scheme with the existing determin-
istic maintenance scheme by studying the time-evolution of the system for both of these maintenance
schemes. We also validate our analysis with simulations.
In that respect, apart proposing a better maintenance scheme, we also employ the time-evolution
analysis in the context of P2P storage systems. Having such an analytical model has several other benefits.
(a) Wider parameter ranges can be explored accurately much faster than running experiments. (b) Unlike
simulation results which are vulnerable to implementation artifacts and whose interpretation is essentially
open to speculation, the analysis provides a precise cause-and-effect picture of the system dynamics.
Its worth mentioning that even for the existing empirical studies [4, 10, 22], where the information
must have been available, no one looked into the frequency distribution of the system states but only at
the mean value. This is possibly a consequence of the fact that without a proper abstraction (as is required
for the analysis), even obtainable information has been ignored in the existing literature, simply because
it was not well understood as to what to look for and how to use this information.
5 Churn model
We model churn according to an exponential lifetime distribution for each online session of any peer as
well as the period a peer stays off-line (for a given total peer population). Thus we assume that irrespective
of the history at any time instant t, an online node will become unavailable with a probability δ↓ at time
t + 1. Similarly an offline peer will rejoin the system with all its locally stored content at time t + 1
with probability µ↑. The fraction of available (online) peers is then given by pon =
µ↑
µ↑+δ↓
. Only this
average availability is used in existing analysis [3] to study the effect of churn on static resilience in
storage systems. Instead we take into account the dynamicity of the system, particularly studying its time
evolution using a Markov model.
New peers joining the system will also bring additional storage space (and new objects to be stored),
however these peers would not “bring back” the lost fragments, and hence not explicitly accounted for
in the analysis. So to say, even if µ↑ = 0, the overall network size may stay stable or shrink or even
expand, depending on the rate of new peer arrivals. While these new peers do not bring back missing
fragments, the continuous maintenance operation will of-course exploit these new peers storage space
while replenishing lost redundancy. Similarly peers departing permanently from the network will no
more influence the system or its dynamics. Thus the above expression for the parameter pon needs to
be understood in the context: roughly speaking, it is the average availability of the existing peers in
the network for a mid-term future (in comparison to the period for maintenance operations). Thus, the
implicit assumption is that even if all the current peers eventually leave the network in the long run, the
maintenance operation will in the mean-while replace the stored objects at the newly arriving peers. This
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in turn implicitly assumes that there is actually sufficient storage space in the network. If the network
capacity does not increase over time (which is likely since there will be only limited number of nodes,
each with storage limitations) but the content volume increases (with proliferation of various devices
to produce huge volume of digital content this is also quite likely), the overall storage capacity of the
network can become a bottleneck. This is however a more general problem for p2p storage systems
and applications designer and is completely orthogonal to the focus of this paper where we only look
at the impact of continuous and simultaneous churn and maintenance operations on the performance,
and specifically availability/durability of the stored content. One practical way to deal with exhaustion of
storage capacity is to lease storage space for a specific time-span and the storage layer provides availability
and persistence of the stored object only for this lease-period, after which the object is gradually garbage
collected.
Since the existing maintenance operations (whichever strategy) are invoked periodically, the real time
is disentangled from the analysis - more frequent maintenance operations will mean lower perceived
churn and vice-versa. Though not done by existing systems like Glacier [10] or TotalRecall [4], one can
expect future generations of P2P storage systems to adapt the period of maintenance operations adapted
to actual churn conditions, as well as differentiating the importance of various stored objects and various
application requirements (while using the same underlying storage system). In these terms, such a dis-
entanglement from the real time provides us the right abstraction, so that the analysis stays generic and
only the system parameters µ↑ and δ↓ would be different for different scenarios. This approach is similar
in spirit to physicists’ use of intensive variables (i.e., scale invariant metrics) to study large scale systems,
and has also been used in studying the properties of overlay routing networks under churn [8].
There may be some concerns with the churn model we use, but we argue why these are not critical:
(i) This model does not look into the effect of permanent departure of nodes from the system nor new
peer joins. In the context of storage systems, new peers joining the system do not change availability
of already existing objects. But if we assume that the mean session time of a peer is relatively smaller
than its life-time in the system, then the availability is threatened more by temporary departures. Since
the system’s repair mechanism will replenish the lost redundancy, we assume that relatively infrequent
permanent departures do not influence the system’s availability, particularly since the maintenance scheme
will use other peers to compensate for the gradual permanent departures. Such an assumption is justified
by measurement studies (such as [2]) on mean life-time and session-time. (ii) The rate of churn itself
varies over time. In such a situation, the system continuously tries to converge to the corresponding
steady state, and hence our simplistic analysis continues to provide a holistic insight into the system’s
behavior - particularly its stability and performance.
6 Analysis: Erasure code based redundancy, lazy maintenance
In order to quantify the performance and compare maintenance schemes, we are typically interested in:
What is the operational cost of such a system vis-

a-vis its resilience?
To answer this, we need to better understand the system’s dynamics: What is the ensemble state of
the system (e.g., the time evolution of the probability density function of actual redundancy of the stored
objects)? and Whether it converges to a steady state?.
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We’ll restrict our study to only finite rate erasure code based redundancy (M out-of N erasure code).
Analysis for other redundancy mechanisms - replication and rateless (Digital Fountain) erasure codes - as
well as more sophisticated strategies, e.g., with self-tuning probing periods and repair thresholds, remain
as part of our future work, but will rely on the same analysis methodology.
Implicit assumptions: The probing is done according to the maintenance strategy periodically, repre-
sented as discrete time t. As previously mentioned, the churn in the system is defined by two parameters:
δ↓ and µ↑, representing the probability that an online peer goes off-line or an off-line peer rejoins the
system between time t and t + 1. Fluctuations because of any peer going offline and returning within
this period (or vice-versa) is of-course transparent to the maintenance operation. Furthermore, we assume
that the maintenance operation of different objects is synchronized, and the whole system goes cyclically
through two distinct phases: churn and maintenance. Beside the simplification of the analysis, such an
approach provides a modular model discerning the separation of concerns in the analysis, such that we
obtain two sets of equations: one dependent solely on the churn model, another dependent only on the
maintenance strategy, hence making them reusable in the overall analysis when only one aspect of the
system (say maintenance strategy) changes. Time for reconstruction of fragment is ignored in our model.
This can induce a physical limitation on the repair period which in turn will naturally lead to a minimum
amount of churn the system will have to tolerate irrespective of however aggressive a repair strategy one
may wish to implement.
Notation and terminology: We say that an object is in state i at any given time if i out of the N erasure
encoded fragments of the object are available at that given time. We define Si(t) as the probability that i
out of the N possible fragments of any object are online at time t just after the maintenance operations.
S˜i(t) is the probability that i fragments of any object are online at time t just before the maintenance
operations (and after churn since time t − 1).
∑
i Si(t) = 1 and
∑
i S˜i(t) = 1 are the standard normal-
ization for probability distributions. We also define Ŝi(t) = (Si(t) + S˜i(t))/2 as the average of these
two states. In reality, since churn is continuous and repair of different objects can not be synchronized,
nor is it necessary and in fact undesirable since its better to use the network all the while to maximize its
use, we expect that when repairs are indeed not synchronized, the system will actually reside in this state
instead of oscillating between the two artificially introduced (before and after churn/maintenance) phases
for analytical simplification and modularity. We revert back to this issue while validating our analysis in
Section 7 (particularly Figures 1(c) and 1(d)).
Note that the whole system state is defined by these variables (Si,S˜i). It does not matter how the
system reaches a specific state till any time t, the system’s time evolution from this point can then be
modeled as a Markovian process. In particular, a recursive relationship between Si(t)s and S˜i(t)s can be
defined as follows.
6.1 Effect of churn
Irrespective of the maintenance mechanism in use, because of churn (our specific model parameterized
by δ↓ and µ↑) we obtain the following recursive relationship.
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In the equation above, the term (1) represents the outflow from state i because of churn. This happens
for any object in state i when any l of its i online fragments go off-line, and any g 6= l of its N − i
off-line fragments come online. The term (2) is the inflow into state i from states j ≤ i, where the
number of fragments for the corresponding state j that go offline (l) and the number of fragments that
come back online (g) are mutually related such that g = i − j + l. The corresponding object ends up
into state i from states j ≤ i. When i < j, similar combinatorial arguments hold - term (3). In addition,
i − g = j − l ≥ 0 ⇒ g ≤ i and g ≤ N − j determine the possible values of the number of fragments
coming online (g) from states j > i which can still cause inflow into state i because of simultaneous
losses. The corresponding loss l is mutually related to g such that l = j − i + g.
6.2 Lazy Maintenance Strategy-A: Deterministic Procrastination
We have the following recurrence relationship for the deterministic procrastination based lazy mainte-
nance Strategy-A introduced earlier in Section 3. We consider Ta to be the threshold defined in this
maintenance strategy.
SN (t + 1) = eSN (t + 1) + TaX
j=M
eSj(t + 1) (4)
For Ta ≤ i < N , Si(t + 1) = S˜i(t + 1), while for M ≤ i < Ta we have Si(t + 1) = 0 since if
there are more than M − 1 but less than Ta fragments available, all fragments will be repaired, and for
i < M we have Si(t + 1) = S˜i(t + 1) since normal repair operations can not reproduce and repair
a data with fewer than M of its fragments available in the system. Some out-of-band mechanism to
reintroduce the fragments, like by the owner of the object, is beyond the scope of this analysis. Some
objects will always go to such states with a positive, even if very small probability. Thus, there is a
“leak” in the probability mass, such that eventually all objects will be lost, unless we consider existence
of such an out-of-band mechanism. Thus we normalize the probability distribution in each time round,
compensating for the small nonetheless finite loss. This normalization process can also be viewed as if the
probability distribution function we obtain from the analysis corresponds to the probability distribution
corresponding to only the available objects in the system. Despite such a “trick”, our analytical model
successfully captures the system behavior as validated in subsequent simulations. Particularly refer to the
discussions in Sections 7.3 and 7.5.
The cost of repair operations per object per repair period at a time t is then:
Cra(t) =
TaX
j=M
bSj(t)(N − j) (5)
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We use Ŝi = (Si + S˜i)/2 for calculating the cost since in a realistic setting with non-synchronized
repair operations for different objects, the system will reside in such a mean state. Though, alternatively
one may well use S˜i in order to obtain a more pessimistic estimate of the costs.
Cost of probing per object per repair period is Cpa(t) = N .
6.3 Lazy Maintenance Strategy-B: Sampling Random Subsets
For this case we have the following recurrence relationship. We assume Tb as the threshold defined in this
strategy.
SN (t + 1) = eSN (t + 1) + N−TbX
r=1
eSN−r(t + 1)PN−r(x = r) + Tb−1X
j=M
eSj(t + 1) (6)
For Tb ≤ i < N :
Si(t + 1) = eSi(t + 1)− eSi(t + 1) N−iX
r=1
Pi(x = r) +
i−TbX
r=1
eSi−r(t + 1)Pi−r(x = r) (7)
where Pi(X = j) is the probability that Tb + j fragments are randomly (and sequentially) accessed
in order to find Tb available fragments (after which the probing is stopped in that time round), when i out
of the possible N fragments are actually available.
Pi(X = j) = (
j+Tb−1
j )
i!
N !
(N − Tb)!
(i− Tb)!
(N − i)!
(N − i− j)!
(N − Tb − j)!
(N − Tb)!
(8)
This expression comes about because, of the first Tb + j − 1 fragments probed exactly Tb − 1 must be
online (the Tb+jth fragment probed is also online, which is why the probing terminates). They might have
been probed in any interleaved sequence along with the j offline fragments probed. There are
(
i
Tb
)
possible ways of choosing the Tb live fragments out of a total of
(
N
Tb
)
ways of choosing Tb fragments.
Similarly, the j off-line fragments are chosen from the N− i off-line fragments, while they could actually
have been chosen from any of the other N − Tb fragments.
For M ≤ i < Tb we have Si(t+1) = 0 since if there are more than M − 1 but less than Tb fragments
available, all fragments will be repaired and for i < M we have Si(t+1) = S˜i(t+1) since normal repair
operations can not reproduce and repair a data with fewer than M of its fragments available in the system.
The cost of repair operations per object per repair period at a time t is then:
Crb (t) =
TbX
j=M
bSj(t)(N − j) + N−1X
j=Tb+1
bSj(t) N−jX
r=1
rPj(x = r) (9)
Cost of probing per object per repair period can be given as2:
Cpb (t) = N
TbX
i=0
bSi(t) + NX
i=Tb+1
N−iX
j=0
(Tb + j)bSi(t)Pi(x = j) (10)
2Note that the actual cost of probing is in any case negligible in comparison to the cost of fragment replacement is thus not
critical. Also if more than Tb fragments are available, the cost of probing is Tb + Crb (t).
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6.4 Correlated failures
Apart from being resilient to regular and continuous churn, a persistent storage system should also be able
to deal with rarer nonetheless inevitable correlated/catastrophic failures.
A way to model correlated failures is to assume that a fraction fcorr of the peer population are affected
by the correlated failure. However, since the different fragments of the same object are stored at randomly
chosen peers, each fragment is lost because of the correlated failure with a probability fcorr independently
of each other. This model for correlated failure has been used in studying Glacier [10].
In such an event, an object which had i live fragments available before the correlated failure affect-
ing fcorr fraction of peers will survive the correlated failure with a probability
∑i−M
j=0
(
i
j
)
f jcorr(1 −
fcorr)
i−j . Thus the overall probability for a single object to survive a correlated failure while using a
specific lazy maintenance scheme under normal churn is given as:
D1 =
N∑
i=M
Ŝi(t)
i−M∑
j=0
(
i
j
)
f jcorr(1− fcorr)
i−j (11)
Finally, an end-user of such a storage system storing x objects will be concerned about not only the
persistence of a single object with high probability, but also that none of the x objects are lost Dx = (D1)x
assuming that fragments for all the x objects are stored at different peers. Without this assumption, we’d
have a higher probability of not losing any of the x objects, however, when objects will be lost, many
objects will be lost simultaneously.
7 Results
We validate our model with exhaustive simulations and briefly report some of the results here. We com-
pare the two lazy maintenance schemes and observe that the sampling of random subsets based lazy
maintenance strategy (Strategy-B) proposed by us has better performance than the deterministic procras-
tination based existing lazy maintenance strategy (Strategy-A). What is important in the simulations is to
respect the independence of object fragments availability. This implies a large enough peer population,
but that apart the peer population itself does not play any role. For the statistical properties to hold good,
we need at least a moderate number of objects to do the averaging across these objects in order to deter-
mine an observed distribution function of the states of the objects. Unless otherwise specified, our default
experimental setting for the results presented subsequently was as follows:
We considered 200 distinct stored objects. The simulations were run for 200 time units (maintenance
cycles) though the steady state is approached within a much shorter time span. Moreover the observed
distribution is bound to fluctuate a bit from one time round to another, thus we average the simulation
results over a time window of 5 time units. Even for such a small time-window for averaging led to a
fairly stable probability distribution over time, demonstrating the low deviation of the system from the
steady-state. We use a 8 out-of 32 (rate 0.25) erasure code. We used Ta = 16 in Strategy-A and Tb = 12 in
Strategy-B. The experiments were conducted for both settings: synchronized as well as the more realistic
non-synchronized repair cycles (but the same periodicity) for different objects. For churn, we typically
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used δ↓ = 0.2 and µ↑ = 0.1. The results obtained from the simulations matched well with the prediction
from our analysis.
7.1 Validation of the analytical model
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(a) Simulation with synchronization of repairs
(Strategy-A)
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(b) Simulation with synchronization of repairs
(Strategy-B)
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(c) Simulation with no synchronization of repairs
(Strategy-A).
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(d) Simulation with no synchronization of repairs
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Figure 1: Simulation based validation of the analytical model (a,b,c,d) and some analytical results (e,f)
Based both on our analysis (equations solved numerically) and simulations, we observed that the
probability distribution functions Si(t) and S˜i(t) converge over time (and in fact fast) to the steady-state
values, demonstrating that all other things being same, particularly the parameters determining the churn,
the system indeed converges to a steady operational state3. We show some results from our analysis
and experiments for deterministic procrastination Strategy-A (Figures 1(a),1(c) and 1(f)) and sampling
3Thus we’ll use only the steady-state distributions Si and eSi in the following, without anymore referring to the time t.
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random subsets Strategy-B (Figures 1(b), 1(d), 1(e) and 1(f)). The x-axis in the plots corresponds to the
states i - the number of available fragments for any object out of the possible N . In Figures 1(a) to 1(e) the
y-axis shows the probability mass associated with the corresponding states, just after repair operations are
performed Si, and just before maintenance operations are performed S˜i i.e., after the churn phase. Figure
1(e) shows only S˜i for various churn levels. A first setting of our simulation adhered to the analysis model
where the repair operations for all objects were synchronized. This led to the two distributions for each
state - one after the repair phase and one just before it (Figures 1(a) and 1(b)), and we see that the analytical
prediction of the system state concurs with the experimental results. In practice, such synchronization will
not be realistic, and thus the repair operations (replacement of unavailable object fragments) as well as
churn (loss or regain of object fragments) will be continuous and randomly interleaved. We simulated
the system where there’s no synchronization of the repair operations for different objects, and compared
it with the result obtained by averaging the two distributions obtained from the analysis. As can be seen
from Figures 1(c) and 1(d), the simulation based result from the model without synchronization of repair
operations matched very well with the average obtained from the analytical prediction (averaged).
These results validate that despite the simplifications, particularly with respect to the separation of
concern of the effects of churn and repairs, we have an appropriate analytical model capturing the system
dynamics.
7.2 Static resilience versus steady state analysis
Previously we had noted that pon =
µ↑
µ↑+δ↓
is the fraction of online peers, and hence corresponds to the
average peer availability in the system. In Figure 1(e) we show the S˜i analytically obtained for various
µ↑ and δ↓ but the same pon = 1/3 (using maintenance Strategy-B). The more the probability mass shifts
leftwards (lower values of i), the more vulnerable the system is. From the figure its clear that even if the
peers’ average availability is the same, with higher churn (characterized by higher values of µ↑ and δ↓),
the system is less robust. Such inferences on the system’s dynamic resilience is not captured by the static
resilience study [3], since it fails to distinguish two systems with same average behavior but different
dynamics. The system’s actual state in turn has pronounced implications, and the dynamic equilibrium
analysis provides us a better glimpse of the system’s inner working and hence its actual resilience.
7.3 Overheads of lazy maintenance mechanisms
Sampling of random subsets always needs less (or at most same) probes per object as the deterministic
procrastination, which always probes for all fragments. However the probing cost is not a dominant cost
in the system and hence we do not show it here. The replacement of fragments is however expensive.
In Figure 1(f) we show the average number of fragments that are replaced for a churn represented
by the parameters µ↑ = 0.1 and varying δ↓ for the two maintenance schemes. The actual effort in terms
of consumed bandwidth and CPU usage will of-course depend on the size of the stored objects as well
as the particulars of the implementation. In the plot we show for each maintenance strategies only the
range of δ↓ for which
∑M−1
i=0 S˜i ≤ 10
−4. This condition guarantees that the availability of individual
objects under the given churn and chosen maintenance strategy stays higher than 0.9999. The choice of
the number 10−4 is arbitrary, and something else could have been chosen as well. However this number
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needs to be sufficiently small, both in order to ensure good availability guarantee of stored objects, as well
as to ensure that the normalization argument used in Section 6 is rational. We’ll revert back to this issue
also in Section 7.5 while explaining results corresponding to Figure 3.
From Figure 1(f) we can infer two things. First of all, while the two maintenance strategies have
very similar average cost of repairing fragments per maintenance round, deterministic procrastination has
somewhat lower overheads only at very low churn rate (δ↓) while mostly sampling of random subsets
has lower average fragment replacement overhead. In fact the maintenance scheme parameters Ta and Tb
for these results were chosen such that the two maintenance schemes have comparable expected repair
overheads, so that the resilience achieved can then be compared.
This is because once the churn is high enough, repairs are triggered frequently enough by the de-
terministic procrastination based scheme, it is just that it does the repairs for each object in impulses
- repairing between N − M to N − Ta fragments for the same object in a single maintenance round,
because it first lets many fragments to become unavailable. In contrast, the sampling of random subsets
based mechanism naturally has to sample and repair more fragments for high churn and fewer for low
churn (sample size is determined by the probability distribution as determined in Equation 8). Since the
repair process for each object is continuous, that is, some of the unavailable fragments are replaced in
each maintenance round, the same effort is more evenly distributed over time per object.
A consequence of such a continuous but lower effort per object per round is that almost all objects
always retain much better redundancy, that is, the system is “healthier” and has a better resilience against
churn. Thus for same µ↑ = 0.1, Strategy-A guarantees a 0.9999 availability for each object only for
δ↓ ≤ 0.2 while Strategy-B tolerates churn till δ↓ ≤ 0.33.
Apart from higher resilience against normal churn, this also has implications on the robustness of the
system against correlated faults, as is discussed next.
7.4 Surviving correlated failures while using lazy repairs
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(a) Durability of any single object (D1)
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(b) Durability of all “100” objects (D100)
Figure 2: Durability under correlated failure fcorr in addition to regular churn (µ↑ = 0.1, δ↓ = 0.2)
Glacier [10] uses a proactive repair strategy and high redundancy to deal with normal churn. Proac-
tive strategies, particularly for large objects (which is exactly where use of erasure codes make sense)
however have prohibitive maintenance cost, which motivated the use of a lazy maintenance scheme in
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TotalRecall [4]. However, the deterministic procrastination (Strategy-A) used in TotalRecall leaves it
very vulnerable to even a small degree of correlated failures, an aspect not accounted for in its design
(nor evaluated). In contrast, the randomized sampling based maintenance Strategy-B we introduced in
this paper, while having the benefits of being lazy also provides much better resilience against correlated
failures. A lazy mechanism can never compete with an eager one in terms of resilience, but still, the
randomized lazy maintenance mechanism provides a much a better compromise between maintenance
cost and resilience, unlike the deterministic procrastination based scheme which has marginal tolerance
against correlated failures. In Figure 2 we show the durability of any individual object, as well as the
durability of a collection of 100 objects (that is, the probability that none of these 100 objects are lost) for
the two lazy maintenance schemes.
The stark difference in resilience of the two lazy maintenance schemes despite similar repair costs
(under regular churn) is readily explained from the the probability distributions Ŝi corresponding to the
two maintenance strategies as observed in Figures 1(c) and 1(d). Deterministic procrastination allows a
large number of objects to concentrate close to the state Ta, while randomized sampling keeps the system
far away from the edge even while spending comparable maintenance effort even for a smaller Tb (than
Ta) during normal churn. This essentially means that using the randomized sampling based scheme,
the system has a much better “health” and hence has greater resilience against regular churn as well as
occasional correlated failures.
7.5 Convergence, uniqueness and stability (of the system) and validity of the model
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(a) Comparison of the two maintenance strategies
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(b) Simulation run for 50, 500 and 5000 maintenance cycles
Figure 3: Threshold (phase-transition) behavior observed by simulations.
Finally, we show some simulation results to look into the fraction of data that survive normal churn as
well as investigate the settings for which our model is appropriate, and when the simplifying assumptions
that we made no more hold. The simulations are for µ↑ = 0.1 and varying δ↓. The x-axis in these plots is
δ↓, and the y-axis is the durability of the objects - fraction of objects which stay available for the whole
simulation period. For each setting, the experiments were conducted 5 times, and the worst performance
was chosen. Moreover, even as durability and availability are strictly different, we considered the worst
availability during the whole simulation as the indicator for the durability under the premise that if a
specific object is once unavailable, it may never be recovered using the maintenance schemes themselves
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(even though some re-joining nodes may make the object available again).
We observe in Figure 3(a) that Strategy-B is more robust (tolerates larger δ↓) than Strategy-A. We
also run the experiments for various period, measured in terms of maintenance cycles, to ensure that
the system’s behavior is correctly captured. In Figure 3(b) we show results corresponding to the use of
Strategy-B for various simulation durations.
From these results shown in Figure 3 we also observe that the system exhibits a threshold (phase-
transition) behavior at a certain churn value. Beyond this threshold which depends on the maintenance
scheme, the system is unstable, and given the chosen maintenance scheme and the churn conditions,
stored objects would be lost. The analyses presented earlier in this paper cease to hold good beyond this
threshold simply because the transition probabilities and the normalization trick (described in Section 6.2)
does not hold good anymore in practice. Thus to say, we speculate that the same threshold determines
the breaking point of the actual system as well as of the analytical model. However, from the perspective
of most applications, the region of interest is indeed before the threshold (so that no object is lost) and
the analysis provides the exact behavior of the system in this desirable zone of operation. Moreover its
easy to estimate the correctness of the analysis based on the obtained result as already also explained in
Section 7.3. In fact the condition “
∑M−1
i=0 S˜i ≤ 0.0001” used there to make sure that the availability
of an individual object is more than 0.9999 is a rather conservative estimate (so far as the validity of
the analytical model is concerned), as the simulations show that the threshold is close to but somewhat
larger than the churn levels considered there. The fact that the threshold observed in the simulations are
indeed close also validate our approach of using
∑M−1
i=0 S˜i as a metric to judge the breaking point of the
system, hence making the analytical model itself useful (without having to simulate always to validate
results and verify whether the system is stable or not). Both out of academic interest as well as a more
precise estimate, we look forward to extend the present theory in order to hopefully analytically derive
the threshold point. Determining analytically the precise threshold may require ideas and tools from
percolation theory, but admittedly, that is just a speculation at this juncture.
Simulations also showed that starting from various arbitrary initial conditions (where data objects
were still available), and given a churn and maintenance scheme, the system always converged to the
corresponding unique dynamic equilibrium state. This also means if churn changes over time, the system
will try to move from the dynamic equilibrium state to a new one corresponding to the new churn rate.
8 Ongoing and future work
As pointed out in the previous section, it’ll be interesting to be able to predict precisely and analytically
the breaking point of the system. We speculate the need of percolation theory in order to derive the
critical churn corresponding to a maintenance strategy. However, as discussed in Section 7.5 the current
theory already provides (heuristically using
∑M−1
i=0 S˜i) an approximate estimate, which is already a good
indicator for systems design.
We hope that as a direct implication of this work, systems like TotalRecall can benefit by using the
randomized sampling based maintenance scheme.
In the meanwhile, we are developing a separate storage system (tentatively called Digit4), where
we use our randomized subset sampling based lazy maintenance scheme for large objects. That apart,
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Digit4 uses Digital Fountain (rateless) erasure codes. This has several practical benefits. First of-all, we
do not need to keep track of which specific fragments are lost and replace precisely the same one, but
only need to replace same number of fragments. Digital Fountain codes ensure that these new blocks
introduced will be unique with respect to the previously inserted fragments. This also means that even
if we do unnecessary repairs and fragments do come back, we’ll only have increased redundancy. If
finite rate erasure codes are used there will be duplicates of the same fragment (thus not adding any
extra diversity), which in fact makes management and garbage collection tasks more complicated. With
the use of Digital Fountain codes as our chosen erasure code and using the randomized sampling based
maintenance scheme, we thus aim to realize a storage system with good resilience and maintenance cost
as well as lower implementation complexity.
9 Conclusion
We proposed a randomized lazy repair strategy, which has much better performance in terms of resilience
against churn and correlated failures for comparable (and mostly lower) repair costs in comparison to the
existing lazy (deterministic procrastination) strategy.
It is relatively simple to determine the static resilience of a system [3], and was an important first step
while choosing design parameters for a system. Static resilience however does not properly capture the
dynamics of the system, nor give a clear picture of its resilience and performance under continuous churn
and repair operations. In fact, as we observed, for the same average system state, the particulars of the
dynamics can still greatly influence the system properties. Since static resilience completely ignores the
dynamics, it is not useful for comparing different maintenance schemes.
Only studying the time evolution of the system, particularly measuring the probability mass/distribution
function of the possible states gives a precise quantification of the system properties. We use Markovian
time-evolution analysis based on which we observed that the system arrives at a steady state. We em-
ployed this analysis methodology to do a case study by comparing the two lazy maintenance schemes and
evaluate precisely the performance and costs. We also validated these results with simulation experiments.
From system’s perspective, the immediate implication is that the randomized lazy maintenance scheme
we proposed here can be easily integrated to existing systems, given its simplicity as well as performance
benefits.
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